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Legal information
Warning notice system

This manual contains notices you have to observe in order to ensure your personal safety, as well as to prevent damage 
to property. The notices referring to your personal safety are highlighted in the manual by a safety alert symbol, notices 
referring only to property damage have no safety alert symbol. These notices shown below are graded according to 
the degree of danger.

DANGER
indicates that death or severe personal injury will result if proper precautions are not taken.

WARNING
indicates that death or severe personal injury may result if proper precautions are not taken.

CAUTION
indicates that minor personal injury can result if proper precautions are not taken.

NOTICE
indicates that property damage can result if proper precautions are not taken.
If more than one degree of danger is present, the warning notice representing the highest degree of danger will be 
used. A notice warning of injury to persons with a safety alert symbol may also include a warning relating to property 
damage.

Qualified Personnel
The product/system described in this documentation may be operated only by personnel qualified for the specific 
task in accordance with the relevant documentation, in particular its warning notices and safety instructions. 
Qualified personnel are those who, based on their training and experience, are capable of identifying risks and 
avoiding potential hazards when working with these products/systems.

Proper use of Siemens products
Note the following:

WARNING
Siemens products may only be used for the applications described in the catalog and in the relevant technical 
documentation. If products and components from other manufacturers are used, these must be recommended or 
approved by Siemens. Proper transport, storage, installation, assembly, commissioning, operation and maintenance 
are required to ensure that the products operate safely and without any problems. The permissible ambient 
conditions must be complied with. The information in the relevant documentation must be observed.

Trademarks
All names identified by ® are registered trademarks of Siemens AG. The remaining trademarks in this publication may 
be trademarks whose use by third parties for their own purposes could violate the rights of the owner.

Disclaimer of Liability
We have reviewed the contents of this publication to ensure consistency with the hardware and software described. 
Since variance cannot be precluded entirely, we cannot guarantee full consistency.  However, the information in this 
publication is reviewed regularly and any necessary corrections are included in subsequent editions.
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Closed Loop System Simulation allows you to easily create, manage and simulate system models 
with IoT data from onboarded assets.
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Introduction 2
The Closed Loop System Simulation application enables you to easily create, manage and run 
the simulation between onboarded assets and their system models. 
With this application, you can build connections between the real onboarded physical asset and 
the virtual system model. You can also manage multiple simulation runs to optimize system 
performance.
This application helps you to design higher quality products, reduce costs, and deliver 
innovations faster.
This application supports any simulation tools that follow the Function Mockup Interface (FMI) 
standard. It also allows you to launch system simulation on the mapped model. The simulation 
results are saved and managed according to the requirements.

Overview
The Closed Loop System Simulation application helps engineers to simplify the manual process 
and in turn, build better products designed to work on operational field data. This application 
also helps the operations engineer to diagnose problems with the on-field asset. This can be 
done by comparing its response to the ideal simulated output of on-field assets system model.

The Closed Loop System Simulation application provides the following features:
• Connect system simulation models to onboarded assets.
• Manage simulation model parameters within the application.  
• Create multiple simulation configurations to run battery of simulation tests using operational 

data simultaneously.  
• Configure variables whose simulation results are stored in IDL.
• Visualize simulation data within the application. 

Closed Loop System Simulation
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• Compare simulation results and operational data to make informed design decisions and 
schedule simulations to run them periodically. 

• Queue simulations to manage load on infrastructure.  
• Interface with system simulation applications using available or custom connectors. 
•  Supports FMI 2.0 compatible system simulation applications.

The Closed Loop System Simulation application has the following benefits:
• Save time and effort in creating the mapping between the system model and the onboarded 

asset.
• Visualize asset’s simulation data and compare simulation results to make informed decisions 

and schedule simulation runs to optimally use your high performance computing 
infrastructure. 

• Manage multiple simulation configurations which enables engineer to run broad set of 
simulations leveraging operational data.

This application allows the user to create Digital Twin Templates from system models. Once the 
digital twin is created, the application allows the user to create Studies and simulation runs. The 
user can also schedule simulation runs by making them run at a future date.
For information about creating Digital Twin Templates, refer Using "Configuration" (Page 31).
In addition, the Closed Loop System Simulation application provides the following features: 
• Map system simulation models to onboarded assets: This enables the user to define a 

digital twin template. The template defines the mapping between the variables of the 
onboarded asset and the virtual variables in the system model. The mapping can be reused 
across all assets of the template’s asset type.  　 

• Enhanced Simulation Data Model: Enhanced data model persists simulation data like 
design constants and parameters that enables simulation users to finely control the system 
model and visualize the changes in system behavior. Support for persisting thresholds 
evaluates the system performance within the operating limits.

• Simulation results storage and visualization: By using MindSphere IDL to store simulation 
results, the user can now test multiple scenarios without overriding the data. Closed Loop 
System Simulation application’s in-built visualization of simulation results enables the user 
to view the simulation results in the context of the simulation model.  Visualization also 
allows the design engineer to compare results of two data sets, thereby assisting in 
diagnosing the system model behavior.  　 　 

• Manage operational data requests for simulation runs: This enables the user to define an 
experiment under a Digital Twin Template. The experiment will include all the necessary 
settings for the Closed Loop System Simulation. After the experiment is defined, it can be 
saved and reused for any asset under the Digital Twin Template. 　 

• Scheduling and queuing simulations: Scheduling helps the users to run simulation 
periodically or on a later date and time. This allows the organization to ensure that their 
computing infrastructure is used optimally.  Simulations can be now queued to not burden 
the infrastructure or slowing down running simulations.

Introduction
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The Closed Loop System Simulation user interface has the following tabs:
• Home: Displays assets, events, digital twin templates etc. For more information, refer User 

interface "Home" (Page 19).
• Workbench: Displays IoT data, studies and runs details. For more information, refer Using 

"Workbench" (Page 21).
• Configuration: Enables the users to create Digitial Twin Templates and configure rules. For 

more information, refer Using "Configuration" (Page 31).

Purchase Closed Loop System Simulation
You can purchase the Closed Loop System Simulation offering by purchasing the following 
offerings:
• IoT Value Plan
• Closed Loop Foundation
• MindSphere Integrated Data Lake

Introduction
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User rights in "Closed Loop System Simulation" 3
The user rights depend on the following user roles:
• Admin
• User
The following table gives an overview of the permissions for different user roles:

Rights Admin User
View assets in map view ✓ ✓
View list of events ✓ ✓
View latest simulation runs information ✓ ✓
Edit a Digital Twin Template ✓  
Delete a Digital Twin Template ✓  
View all the Digital Twin Templates ✓ ✓
Create a new Digital Twin Template ✓  
View studies for the selected digital twin 
template

✓ ✓

View runs for selected study ✓ ✓
Create runs ✓ ✓
Delete runs ✓ ✓
Compare runs ✓ ✓
Rerun a selected run ✓ ✓
View mappings ✓ ✓
View run info ✓ ✓
Download package ✓ ✓
Create a rule ✓  
Edit a rule ✓  
Activate a rule ✓  
Deactivate a rule ✓  
Delete a rule ✓  
Create a study ✓  
Edit a study ✓  
Delete a study ✓  

Closed Loop System Simulation
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Prerequisites 4
The Closed Loop System Simulation application is designed to work with variety of system 
simulation applications. This application provides an out of the box connector with Siemens 
Simcenter Amesim application version 2020.1. 
The Enterprise application administrator needs to download the Connector package from 
Siemens GTAC download area and follow the instructions provided inside the package to install 
the connector, which is mandatory for the Closed Loop application. 
Access to the GTAC download site requires an upgrade the support account. If you have not 
upgraded your support account,  please contact your MindSphere tenant administrator to get 
your SoldTo ID and Webkey access code.
To upgrade your support account, refer Webkey Self Service (https://
www2.industrysoftware.automation.siemens.com/webkey/).

The connector package downloaded from GTAC has document that explains the set up 
procedure. For more information, refer the documentation.

Closed Loop System Simulation
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User Workflow 5
This section provides details about end to end workflow of Closed Loop System Simulation.

User Workflow for Elin- Simulation Engineer:
Elin is a simulation engineer and works on Siemens Simcenter Amesim 2020.1 and uses 
MindSphere Closed Loop System Simulation along with Amesim. This is used to design and run 
studies using wide set of operational IoT data available in MindSphere. This helps the engineer 
to design better performing products, faster.
• Preparing Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU) from model
• Creates Study/ Simulation setting
• Download data / Start Simulation
• Analyze Simulation Results
• Calibrates the model /Improves the design
At this stage, if the model is not accurate, Elin goes back to Amesim application and modifies the 
system model by fine tuning certain constants. Once the model is tuned, Elin uses Closed Loop 
System Simulation to run the simulation model and check the results.  Elin does these steps till 
the model is fully calibrated.

User workflow for Olivia - Operation Engineer
Olivia is an operations engineer and uses MindSphere Closed Loop System Simulation to 
diagnose the performance of the physical assets in the field. To do so, Olivia compares the 
performance of the physical asset with a fully calibrated system model.
Olivia performs following steps:
• Specify the assets
• Start simulation

Closed Loop System Simulation
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• Analyzes the simulation results
• Monitors/ diagnoses/ maintains the asset
Olivia checks the simulated result against the operational output data. The discrepancies in the 
two values helps Olivia diagnose problems with the physical asset.

User Workflow
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User interface "Home" 6
User interface "Home"

When the "Home" tab is selected, the list of existing assets, the digital twin templates, event 
details and runs details are displayed. The following graphic shows the "Home" screen:

① Left navigation pane
② Display of assets configured in Digital Twin
③ Display of the events. It is possible to use filter option to filter the events based on the acknowledged state: None, true 

or false.You can enable or disable the display of a specific column by clicking the  button.
④ Display of the last runs details
⑤ Create Digital Twin Templates icon to create new digital twin templates anddisplay of the existing digital twin templates

Viewing Digital Twin Template details
To view the details of an existing Digital Twin Template, click on the required Digital Twin 
Template. The following details will be displayed:
• Name and description of the Digital twin Template
• Related Asset details
• Design Constants

Closed Loop System Simulation
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• Parameters and threshold
• Property mapping
In addition to this, it is also possible to create study, Add Asset Instance/Rule, Edit and Delete the 
Digital Twin Template.
The following screen shows the Digital Twin Template details:

User interface "Home"

Closed Loop System Simulation
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Using "Workbench" 7
7.1 User interface "Workbench"

The "Workbench" tab displays the Timeseries data and events data for the selected Digital Twin 
Template. In addition, the studies and runs created for that specific digital twin template are also 
displayed.
It is also possible to create a run for the selected study.
The following graphic shows the "Workbench" screen:

Closed Loop System Simulation
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① Selected Digital Twin Template
② Selected asset
③ Tabs available in "Workbench"
④ Display of timeseries data for a selected time range and for selected variables
⑤ Overview, Runs and KPI details for the selected asset. KPIs are the last values of the simulation runs.
⑥ Display of events for the selected time range

7.2 Viewing data and events
For any asset configured for a specific Digital Twin template, the timeseries data can be viewed 
in "Workbench" in the "Timeseries and Events" tab.
The following sections explains the procedure to view the timeseries data:

Using "Workbench"
7.2 Viewing data and events

Closed Loop System Simulation
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Viewing timeseries data and event details
To view timeseries data and event details for a specific time range, proceed with the following 
steps:
1. In "Closed Loop System Simulation", select "Workbench" from the left navigation.
2. Select the required Digital Twin Template and the asset from the drop-down, from the top 

navigation.
3. Select the required date range from the date picker, select the variables and click "Submit".

The date range can be selected either by manually selecting the dates in the "Absolute" 
menu, or by selecting the available date range from "Quick range". The following ranges are 
available:
– Last 60 minutes
– Last 24 hours
– last 7 days
– Last 30 days
– Last 90 days
– Today
– Yesterday
– Last week
– Last month
– Last quarter

4. Once the data is visible in the chart, you can perform any of the following actions by using 
the icons available to the right of the graph:
– - Download the graph as an image
– - Restore
– - Zoom at a specific area
–  - Restore Area Zooming
–  - Display the graph in line format
–  - Display the graph in Bar format
–  - Select time series as input for creating a simulation run
–  - Clear the selected region

In addition, the events for the selected time period is also displayed below the graph. On clicking 
a specific event, the runs information is displayed. Also, the selected event is depicted in the 
graph.

Result
• The data is displayed for the selected time range.

Using "Workbench"
7.2 Viewing data and events
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• The events and the event details for the selected event are displayed for the selected time 
range.

7.3 Creating a new Run
To create a new Run for an existing Study, proceed with the following steps:
1. In "Closed Loop System Simulation", click "Workbench".
2. Select the required Digital Twin Template and asset from the top navigation.
3. In "Workbench", click "Create Run" from any of the these tabs- "Timeseries and Events", "Runs" 

and "Studies".
4. From the drop-down, select the Study or Studies for which the run needs to be created.
5. Enter the name and description for the new run.

Using "Workbench"
7.3 Creating a new Run
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6. To execute the simulation, proceed with the following:
– To execute the simulation immediately, enable the "Run Simulation Now" toggle button.

Expand the "Simulation" button and select the Start Date and End Date and the start and 
end time. After creation, this run will be displayed in the "Runs" tab.

– To execute the simulation once in the future, disable the "Run Simulation Now" toggle 
button. Expand "Simulation" tab and select the "Onetime" radio button. 
Select the Simulation Start Time, Start and End dates, and From and To time range.

– To execute the simulation at a particular time everyday, disable the "Run Simulation Now" 
toggle button and select the "Daily" radio button.
Select the valid From and Valid until dates from the date picker. Select the Simulation Start 
Time, From and To time from the drop-down. After creation, this run will be displayed in 
the "Schedules" tab.

– To execute the simulation on an hourly basis, disable the "Run Simulation Now" toggle 
button and select the "Hourly" radio button. Select the Valid From and Valid Until dates 
from the date picker. Select the Simulation Start Time, and the time intervals for which the 
simulation should be executed from the "Every" drop down menu.

7. Click Ok.
8. Click "Simulate".

The runs created with "Run Simulation Now" toggle button enabled are displayed in the "Runs" 
tab. You can Refresh, download, rerun or delete the run by clicking  icon.

The runs created with "Run Simulation Now" toggle button disabled are displayed in the 
"Schedules" tab.

Using "Workbench"
7.3 Creating a new Run
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Note
The application displays an error if the following conditions are not met:
• If the Run name is not unique
• If non-numerical value is entered in nano seconds
• If there is no time-series data to export

7.4 Viewing and comparing runs
For any asset configured for a specific Digital Twin template, the Runs data can be viewed in 
"Workbench" in the "Runs" tab. 
The following sections explains the procedure to view and compare the Runs data:

Viewing runs
The created runs are listed in the "Runs" tab of the "Workbench" screen. The runs can be in any 
of the following states:

States Color codes
Pass Green
Submitted Yellow
Error Black
Failed Red

On clicking the required run, the run details are displayed. 

Using "Workbench"
7.4 Viewing and comparing runs
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In addition, you can Refresh, Download or Rerun the run by clicking  next to the specific run.
To delete a run, or multiple runs, select the run/runs that you want to delete. Click  next to 
"Create Package" in the "Runs" tab, and click "Delete Run".
It is also possible to view data by clicking the  icon. 

Compare the runs
The following procedure describes the steps to compare runs:
1. Select "Workbench" from the left navigation. Choose the required Digital Twin Template and 

its related asset from the top navigation.
2. In the "Runs" tab, select the runs which are required to be compared and click "Compare 

selected Runs". Only the runs which are in "Pass" and "Failed" state can be selected for 
comparing purposes.
Note
The runs in "Error" and "Pending" states cannot be selected for comparison.

3. Select the Asset, Run and variables from the drop-down.
For a specific Digital Twin Template, runs created for different assets can also be compared.

Using "Workbench"
7.4 Viewing and comparing runs
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4. To display the threshold value, enable the "Show Threshold" toggle button.
5. Click Submit.

7.5 Creating a package
A package can be created to download Time Series data, that can be downloaded and used for 
simulation in Amesim tool for analysis.
The following steps describe the procedure to create a package:
1. In the "Closed Loop System SImulation" application, click "Workbench" from the left 

navigation.
2. Select the required Digital Twin Template and asset from the top navigation.
3. In "Workbench", click "Create Package" from any of the these tabs- "Timeseries and Events", 

"Runs" or "Packages".
4. Enter the "Package Name" and "Package Description".
5. Select the "Start Date" and the "End Date", and "From" and "To" time range.
6. Click "Generate".

Using "Workbench"
7.5 Creating a package
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The package is created and is visible in the "Packages" tab in "Workbench".

To fetch the latest status, click "Refresh". It is also possible to regenerate the package and 
download the package.

Using "Workbench"
7.5 Creating a package
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Using "Workbench"
7.5 Creating a package
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Using "Configuration" 8
8.1 User interface "Configuration"

When the "Configuration" tab is selected, the model definition details, the Instances and Rules, 
and the Studies for the selected Digital Twin Template are displayed.
It is also possible to create a Study.
The following graphic shows the "Configuration" screen:

8.2 Creating a new "Digital Twin Template"
The Digital Twin Template allows you to connect the virtual simulation model to the onboarded 
asset in MindSphere. This mapping allows the link between the signal/parameter in the virtual 
model and the measurable variable from the aspect of the asset type. The mapping also saves 
the data type and units for the both virtual and physical models. 

Closed Loop System Simulation
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Digital Twin Template establishes the relationship between physical model and virtual models. 
The physical model is captured from Data Model in the Platform. The virtual model comes from 
different enterprise Applications.
The Digital Twin template and the instance can then be used to set up the configuration for a 
simulation run. Once the simulation is executed, the foundation provides services to establish 
the traceability between the simulation and the simulation result. 

Creating a Digital Twin Template
To create and configure a new Digital Twin Template, proceed with the following steps:
1. In "Closed Loop System Simulation", click "New Digital Twin Template" in the "Home" screen.

2. In the "Details" page, 
– In the "Enterprise Application" field, choose the enterprise application from the dropdown
– In the "Search for Model" field, click "Search" and select the Enterprise model definition 

file from the existing list. Based on the selected model, the Description, Selected 
Enterprise Model and Sampling Time fields are automatically populated

– Enter the Name 
– Click "choose" to upload an icon for the Digital Twin Template
– Click "Proceed to next step"

3. In the "Desigin Constants" page, the details are displayed.

Using "Configuration"
8.2 Creating a new "Digital Twin Template"
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4. In the "Variables and Thresholds" page, enter the Lower Limit, Upper Limt values for the 
variables. Select the "Use as KPI" checkbox if necessary. Click "Proceed to next step".

Using "Configuration"
8.2 Creating a new "Digital Twin Template"
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5. In the "Mappings" page, 
– Click "Add a mapping"
– Choose the Asset type from the dropdown
– Choose a variable from the dropdown
– Choose the virtual variable from the dropdown
– Click "Add Mapping"

The created mapping is displayed on the screen.
To delete the mapping, click the "delete" icon next to the mapping in the "Mapping 
Overview" section.

Note
• The assets shared from other tenants(shared assets) are visible in the "Asset type" 

dropdown, and support the creation of Digital Twin Templates, Digital Twin Instances. It 
is also possible to run simulation on shared assets.

• A physical variable can be mapped to a single virtual variable.
• A virtual variable can be mapped to a single physical variable in a given Asset and Aspect.
• Duplicate mappings are not allowed.

6. Click "Save".

Parameters of new Digital Twin Template
The following table describes the parameters of the the new Digital Twin Template:

Parameter Description
Enterprise Application Select the enterrpise application from the dropdown.
Search for model Search for the Enterprise Model definition file.
Name Name of the Digital Twin Template

Using "Configuration"
8.2 Creating a new "Digital Twin Template"
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Parameter Description
Selected Enterprise Model Name of the selected Enterprise Model Definition file. This 

field is automatically populated based on the selected Enter‐
prise model definition file.

Description Description for the Digital Twin Template.
Sampling Time Default Sampling time from FMI.
Design constants Design constants for the selected model.
Variables and thresholds Variables and thresholds for the selected model.
Mapping Mapping between virtual variables and physical variables for 

the selected model.

8.3 Editing or deleting the Digital Twin Template
To edit or delete an existing Digital Twin Template, proceed with the following steps:
1. From the left navigation, click "Home". Click on the required Digital Twin template. Click .

Or 
From the left navigation, click "Configuration". From the top navigation, select the required 
Digital Twin Template that you wish to edit or delete.

2. Click "Edit" to edit the template. Modify the required fields and click "Save".
3. Click "Delete" to delete the template. In the confirmation dialog, click "Delete".

8.4 Creating a new Digital Twin Instance
To create a new Digital Twin Instance, proceed with the following steps:
1. From the left navigation, click "Configuration" and click "Instances and Rules", or, select the 

required Digital Twin Template from "Home". Click and then click "Add Asset Instance/Rule".
2. Click "Create Digital Twin Instances".
3. Enter the Virtual Instance ID, Virtual Instance Name, and select the Assets from the 

dropdown.
4. Click "Save".

Using "Configuration"
8.4 Creating a new Digital Twin Instance
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Editing or deleting the Digital Twin Instance

Note
It is only possible to edit the Virtual Instance Name for a Digital Twin Instance.

To edit or delete the Digital Twin Instance, proceed with the following steps:
1. From the left navigation, click "Configuration" and click "Instances and Rules".
2. To edit the Virtual Instance name, select the existing Digital Twin instance and click edit or 

delete button.
3. Update the name of the Digital Twin Instance and click Save.
4. To delete the Digital Twin Instance, select the Digital Twin Instance and click "Delete".

8.5 Creating rules
A rule automatically triggers events. The rule detects the overshooting or undershooting of a 
defined threshold value. The rule automatically logs each deviation with an event. You define the 
exact threshold value in the rule configuration.
To create a new rule, proceed with the following steps:
1. In "Closed Loop System Simulation", click "Configuration" from the left navigation.
2. From the top navigation, select the Digital Twin Template from the drop down.
3. In "Instances and Rules". click "Create". The rule creation includes the following stages:
• Condition: 

– Select the variable from the drop down. 
– Select the operator and the threshold. 
– For Hysteresis, select Deviation percentage. 
– For Debouncing time, enter the time and unit.

• Default event & limit: 
– Select the severity from the drop down and enter the description. 
– Click "Next step".

• Additional actions: 
– Check the checkbox next to "Email" and enter the email address. 
– Click "Next step".

• Rule name: 
– Enter the name of the rule and click "Save".

The rule is successfully created.

Using "Configuration"
8.5 Creating rules
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It is also possible to edit the existing rules by clicking the "Edit" icon. ln addition, it is also possible 
to activate, de-activate or delete a rule by clicking and then selecting "Activate", "Deactivate" or 
"Delete", based on the requirements.

8.6 Creating and viewing a Study

Creating a new study

Note
Digital Twin Template, variable mapping and Digital Twin Instance need to be configured in 
Closed Loop Foundation before proceeding further. For more information, refer to the "Closed 
Loop Foundation" document.

If there are no studies created at all for the Digital Twin Template, proceed with the following 
steps:
1. In "Closed Loop System Simulation", click "Create Study" by using any of the following ways:

– From "Home" tab: click the required Digital Twin Template. Click and click "Create Study".
– From "Configuration" tab: From top navigation, select the required Digital Twin template 

and the related asset from the respective drop-downs. Click "Studies" tab. Click "Create 
Study".

If the Study is already created, then the already created Studies will be displayed.
2. In the "Study Details" tab, enter the study name, description and sampling time. To create a 

study for monitoring purposes, enable the "For Monitoring" toggle button. If this is enabled, 
all the designs constants in "Design Constants" tab and the variables in the "Variables & 
Thresholds" are automatically selected.

3. In the "Design Constants" tab, enter the values for the design constants if required and click 
"Proceed to next step".
Note
The "Enumeration" and "File" types are now supported. In the "File" type, it is possible to 
upload a file from the local system.

Using "Configuration"
8.6 Creating and viewing a Study
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4. In the "Variables & Thresholds" tab, enter the lower limit and upper limit values for the 
variables and click "Proceed to next step".

5. In the "Mapping" tab, check the checkbox next to required mappings.

6. Click "Save".

Note
The application displays an error if the following conditions are not met:
• If the Study name is not unique
• If property map is not selected while creating a Study

After the Study is created, it will be displayed in the "Studies" tab in "Configuration" and 
"Workbench" tabs.
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Viewing a Study
The created Study can be viewed in the "Studies" tab in "Workbench" and "Configuration".
On clicking the study, the Study details will be displayed.

On clicking the show/hide icon, the related runs for this study will be displayed.
It is possible to Open, Edit and Delete this Study by clicking the icon next to the specific study.
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